Disclosive breakdown at common law
“when something ready-to-hand is found missing, though its everyday presence has
been so obvious that we have never taken any no ce of it, this makes a break in those
referen al contexts which circumspec on discovers. Our circumspec on comes up
against emp ness . . .”1
“Without errancy there would be no connec on from des ny to des ny: there would be
no history.”2

Lonergan maintained that for the phenomenon of system “no less than stability, the possibility
of development must be considered. Unfortunately, these two can conﬂict. Schemes with high
probabili es of survival tend to imprison materials in their own rou nes. They provide a highly
stable basis for later schemes, but they also tend to prevent later schemes from emerging.”3
We can see this systemic tension also in Heidegger’s “fabulous reading of Anaximander.”
Caputo glosses that reading in these words:
“As something granted and given, as a par al sending of presence, no epoch has
more than transient authority, no epoch sets the rule for another. The only rule
the epochs recognize is the rule of jus ce, of dikē, according to Heidegger’s
fabulous reading of Anaximander, where dikē means precisely to let moments of
presence while away. Injus ce, adikia, results from the s ﬀ-necked persistence
of presence which refuses to go under, to give way to another, to give its place to
another. A-dikia is the refusal to make space for another. And that is what
happens when the authority of an epoch asserts itself.”4
Down to cases then for an example from the history of the common law. “How much law can
there be,” Milsom wondered, “when a law-suit is se led by tes ng a comprehensive oath
aﬃrming the jus ce of the one cause or the other, however ra onal or irra onal the test?”5 His
own response was a blunt ‘None.’ “A blank result se les the dispute but can make no law.”6 At
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early common law the robust ins tu on of trials imprisoned materials – the facts of the
controversy – within its rou nes of proof. The ins tu on thereby stul ﬁed its own
development. Only a er these materials were freed up for use could the old way develop into a
diﬀerent system. Before 1215 the proto-common law could get no further in developing
principles and rules for deciding suits because the mode of proof blocked its advance.7 “[E]arly
lawsuits se le disputes without raising ques ons of substan ve law and . . . progress depends
upon procedural changes which allow such ques ons to emerge.”8
How can a mode of proof imprison facts? “Now when in our own day,” says Maitland, “we
speak of proof we think of an a empt made by each li gant to convince the judge, or the jurors,
of the truth of the facts that he has alleged; he who is successful in this compe on has proved
his case.” Of course. How could it be otherwise? Well, “in old mes proof was not an a empt
to convince the judges; it was an appeal to the supernatural.” A li gant’s compurgators,
‘oath-helpers,’ “have not come there to convince the court, they have not come to be examined
and cross-examined like modern witnesses, they have come to bring upon themselves the wrath
of God if what they say be not true. . . . An ordeal is s ll more obviously an appeal to the
supernatural; the judgment of God is given; the burning iron spares the innocent, the water
rejects the guilty.” Plain ﬀ claims that defendant did X, defendant denies it; “the wit of man is
at fault in the presence of a ﬂat contradic on; God will show the truth.”9
This “most ancient pa ern of law-suit: the claim, the blank denial, the test of rightness”10 is too
smooth; it exposes too li le texture for lawyers to catch hold of. If the “core business” of the
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lawyer is “the analysis of situa ons . . . the considera on of many facts at the same me,”11
then lawyers need fact-situa ons to analyze. But as yet procedure gave no access to facts,
hence no ques ons of law:
“You must not beat your neighbour, must pay your debts and so on, because
there are claims for such things. But there is nothing beyond the claims except
customs about procedure and, most important, about proof. Proof was not a
ma er of establishing the facts so that rules could be applied. The claim is made
and denied in equally formal terms, and the unanalyzed dispute is put to
supernatural decision by ordeal or the like. A blank result se les the dispute but
can make no law. What if the bea ng was accidental or the debt forgiven? The
ques ons cannot be asked as legal ques ons un l the supernatural is replaced by
a ra onal deciding mechanism.”12
And so it went un l 1215 when the Fourth Lateran Council decreed by its eighteenth canon that
“Neither shall [any cleric] in judicial tests or ordeals by hot or cold water or hot iron bestow any
blessing.”13 This decree ended the use of the unilateral ordeal in England. “The upset caused by
the Church’s decision can be seen as reenactment in the legal arena of the Fall of Man.”14
“In the ﬁeld of what we should call serious crime [the Council’s decree] brought the legal
process to an abrupt stop, and the lay power had to think of something else to do with the
accused persons piling up in its prisons.”15 The royal jus ciars set out on their next eyre in the
winter of 1218. The loss of the ordeal – “the ancient comfortable reliance on God to test an
oath sworn by the defendant”16– triggered deep anxiety about how to do jus ce without it;
anxiety which shows through in the King’s message to his judges en route: “When you started
on your eyre it was as yet undetermined what should be done with persons accused of crime,
the Church having forbidden the ordeal. For the present we must rely very much on your
discre on to act wisely according to the special circumstances of each case.”17
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The loss of the ordeal “must have been an upset beyond modern imagina on,” says Milsom.
“Telling good from evil, deciding between Guilty and Not Guilty, brought ques ons even more
painful than ‘Was this the man that did it?’ Was he guilty if yes he did it, but by accident or
mistake or under duress or out of necessity or when sleepwalking or drunk or mad? A
developed system of law is one in which the answers to such ques ons are wri en out in books
from which the judge can, as it were, read extracts to the jury. But there was no book of
answers in 1215 or for centuries to come: the ques ons had yet to be asked.”18
Opening up the possibility of considering the circumstances of each case, of taking account of
situa ons, of ﬁnding and analyzing facts, of formula ng rules to make systema c sense of the
facts, was how this Fall proved fortunately disclosive for the development of the common law.
“Substan ve law is the product of thinking about facts. What takes a legal system beyond the
mere classiﬁca on of claims is the adop on of a mode of trial which allows the facts to come
out. . . . So long as there was only wager of law, there was nobody but God to whom a bailee
could explain about the accidental loss.”19 Before 1215 “There was only one jus ce.” “Jus ce
was as single as truth, and conscience was man’s knowledge of it.” “How could divine jus ce
manifest itself? There was no diﬃculty so long as all law-suits were se led by making a party
swear to the jus ce of his cause, and submi ng that oath to divine test. The true start of
equity as well as of the common law was the replacement of the divine test by a fallible human
result.”20 “We can see the introduc on of ra onal trial as the opening of a door which led out
into a modern world”– “the transfer of decisions from God to man.”21
It can be seen now – via Milsom’s interpreta on – that the loss of the ordeal marks the
Inﬂec on point as one epoch of the common law wends into another. The relaxa on of the
supernatural’s mortmain grip and the consequent transfer of decisions from God to man
resulted in a – Wolin’s phrase – “displacement of the nota onal principle”: “When a unifying
assump on is displaced, the system of ideas is thrown out of balance; subordinate ideas
become prominent [Heidegger’s Vor-treten, Her-kun ]; primary ideas recede into secondary
importance [H.’s Schwund; aus dem Erscheinen sich zurückziehen]. This is because a poli cal
theory consists of a set of concepts – such as order, peace, jus ce, law, etc. – bound together, as
we have said, by a kind of nota onal principle that assigns accents and modula ons. Any
displacement or signiﬁcant altera on of the nota onal principle or any exaggerated emphasis
on one or a few concepts results in a diﬀerent kind of theory.”22 The common law’s unifying
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assump on of a divine order making itself felt in the ins tu ons of decision-making began to be
displaced in 1215.
Nietzsche’s example of a protean system is the ins tu on of punishment, in which he
dis nguished two aspects, “its rela ve permanence, a tradi onal usage, a ﬁxed form of ac on, a
‘drama’, a certain strict sequence of procedures;” the other “its ﬂuidity [Flüssige], its meaning
[Sinn], purpose and expecta on.” With regard to this second element of punishment, its
ﬂuidity,
“its ‘meaning’, the concept ‘punishment’ presents, at a very late stage of culture
(for example, in Europe today), not just one meaning but a whole synthesis of
‘meanings’ [Sinnen]: the history of punishment up to now in general, the history
of its use for a variety of purposes, ﬁnally crystallizes in a kind of unity which is
diﬃcult to dissolve back into its elements, diﬃcult to analyse, and, this has to be
stressed, is absolutely undeﬁnable. . . . At an earlier stage, however, the
synthesis of ‘meanings’ appeared much easier to undo and shi [verschiebbarer];
we can s ll make out how, in every single case, the elements of the synthesis
change valence and alter the order in which they occur [ihre Werthigkeit
verändern und sich demgemäss umordnen] so that now this, then that element
stands out [hervortri ] and dominates [dominirt], to the detriment of the others,
indeed, in some circumstances one element (for example, the purpose of
deterrence) seems to overcome [aufzuheben] all the rest.”23
In his prac ce of genealogy Nietzsche saw history as errancy—a wandering ra o of iner al to
viscous forces; so that the “whole history [die ganze Geschichte] of a ‘thing’, an organ, a
tradi on” can be
“a con nuous chain of signs, con nually revealing new interpreta ons and
adapta ons [neuen Interpreta onen und Zurechtmachungen], the causes of
which need not be connected even amongst themselves, but rather some mes
just follow and replace one another at random.
The ‘development’
[„Entwicklung“] of a thing, a tradi on, an organ is therefore certainly not its
progressus towards a goal, taking the shortest route with least expenditure of
energy and cost, – instead it is a succession of more or less profound, more or
less mutually independent processes of subjuga on [Überwäl gungsprozessen]
exacted on the thing [e.g. the U.S. Cons tu on], added to this the resistances
encountered every me, the a empted transforma ons for the purpose of
defence and reac on, and the results, too, of successful countermeasures. The
form is ﬂuid [ﬂüssig], the ‘meaning’ [Sinn] even more so.”24
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Foucault found this same errancy of eris in the seventeenth century’s discourse of ‘poli cal
historicism’:
“No ma er how far back it goes, historical knowledge never ﬁnds nature, right,
order, or peace. However far back it goes historical knowledge discovers only an
unending war, or in other words, forces that relate to one another and come into
conﬂict with one another, and the events in which rela ons of force are decided,
but always in a provisional way. . . . Once we begin to talk about power rela ons,
we are not talking about right, and we are not talking about sovereignty; we are
talking about domina on, about an inﬁnitely dense and mul ple domina on that
never comes to an end.”25
In light of this concep on the common law’s transfer of decisions from God to man was a case
of, so to speak, disseisin, and the consequent strife of ejectment inevitable. The struggle is
o en characterized in mar al terms. Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick, for example, has said
“There is a war going on right now in this country for the heart and soul of who
we are and who we will be. It’s a ba le, but we will be victorious, because with
God, who can be against us? We know how it all ends. We [Texans] can be the
leader in educa on, we can be the leader in crea ng jobs, we can be the leader
in all that stuﬀ, but we really need to be the leader for Christ. That’s the answer,
that’s the hope that this state and country must look to. We need you as an
army behind us, to stand for life, to stand for marriage, to stand just for the
Cons tu on.”26
United States Supreme Court Jus ce Amy Coney Barre has made explicit her posi on that
there is a divine order which manifests itself in human decision-making. In 2006 then-Professor
Barre urged a class of graduates to “fulﬁll the promise of being a diﬀerent kind of lawyer.” A
legal career, she instructed, is “but a means to an end . . . building the kingdom of God;” for a
person’s “fundamental purpose in life is to know, love, and serve God.” Accordingly she advised
the class,
25
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“First, before you take any job . . . pray about it. . . It’s the rare person who
consults God before making a choice. It’s the rare person who brings his or her
op ons to God and says, ‘In which situa on can I best serve You?’ Be the rare
person. Pray about your career choices before you make them. If you do, I think
you will be successful at tempering the inﬂuence of ambi on as the overriding
force in your decisionmaking.”27
If a lawyer ought to consult God for advice in career choices then a for ori in deciding cases of
cons tu onal magnitude a judge should inquire of that same authority (as dominus curiae)
‘Which result best serves You?’ I.e., contributes best to building the kingdom of God. In the
limit the return of decision-making to the supernatural will be accomplished; ‘how it all ends.’
‘Building the kingdom of God’ cannot mean crea ng something ex nihilo; the work of crea on is
already done. It must mean the task of reassembling, repurposing, reconﬁguring elements
already available; to establish the kingdom from materials at hand. This project will entail more
or less profound subjuga on of some elements of the cons tu onal system and more or less
blue-sky exalta on of others.
Any such poli co-juridical project of building the kingdom of God – of transferring decisions
from man back to God – will therefore exemplify both Nietzsche’s Haupt-Gesichtspunkt der
historischen Methodik and Heidegger’s interpreta on of Anaximander. For Heidegger teaches –
in the 1932 lecture course – that Anaximander “understands beings not at all primarily as
development [Entwicklung], as causal genera on and degenera on, but as stepping forth and
receding [Her-kun und Schwund], as we said: appearance.”
“For the Greeks, what is decisive is not the causal sequence, the coming to be
out of and through one another, but purely and simply the stepping-forth
[Vor-treten], the looming up [Au reten]. Our term for it in short will be
appearance [Erscheinen]. . . Appearance can be understood only very broadly
and originally and it oscillates [schwingt] within the meaning of γένεσις—thus
not coming to be, but stepping forth. . . . γένεσις does not mean ‘coming to be,’
but arrival [Ankommen], appearance, and φθορά does not mean ‘passing away,’
but disappearance [Verschwinden], withdrawal from appearance [aus dem
Erscheinen sich zurückziehen].”28
In the 1946 essay Heidegger adds that “γένεσις and φθορά are to be thought from φύσις, and
within it, as ways of luminous rising and decline [als Weisen des sich lichtenden Auf- und
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Untergehens].”29 ‘Γένεσις and φθορά,’ in other words, is a merism for φύσις; the whole of
‘emergence and submergence.’30 So Heidegger describes “everything present, everything that
presences by lingering awhile” using this same ancient trope, as
“gods and men, temples and ci es, sea and land, eagle and snake, tree and
shrub, wind and light, stone and sand, day and night.”31
Building the kingdom of God with poli co-juridical materials exalts one half of a fundamental
merism and subjugates the other. And that Grundmerismus is not far to seek; in the present
context it is ‘ontotheology and ﬁnitude.’ The important ques on, as Williams put it, “or, at any
rate, another important ques on—is whether or not a given writer or philosophy believes that,
beyond some things that human beings have themselves shaped, there is anything at all that is
intrinsically shaped to human interests, in par cular to human beings’ ethical interests.”32
The ﬁrst term of the fundamental merism answers ‘Yes.’ In the words of former A orney
General of the United States William Barr,
“Tradi onal Judeo-Chris an doctrine maintains that there is a transcendent
moral order with objec ve standards of right and wrong that exists independent
of man’s will. This transcendent order ﬂows from God’s eternal law—the divine
will by which the whole of crea on is ordered. This eternal law is impressed
upon and reﬂected in nature and all created things. This is the natural law. Man
can know God’s law, not only through revela on, but also through the natural
law, which he can discern by reason and experience.”33
Abrahamic religion is of course only one of several varie es of ontotheology. Over against all
these is the other term, the ‘No’ of a “growing understanding that the world has no
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metaphysical structure whatsoever.”34 As in Sheehan’s gloss of Heidegger, “radical human
ﬁnitude—with no need for a supervenient God or some preternatural ‘Being’—is the ul mate
source of meaning-at-all and thus of culture in all its historical conﬁgura ons.”35
The metaphysical wing some mes uses ‘the autonomous individual’ as synecdoche for the
opposite wing. So AG Barr also wrote in 1995,
“It is undeniable that, since the mid-1960s, there has been a steady and
moun ng assault on tradi onal values. We have lived through thirty years of
permissiveness, the sexual revolu on, and the drug culture. Moral tradi on has
given way to moral rela vism. There are no objec ve standards of right and
wrong. Each individual has his or her own tastes and we simply cannot say
whether or not those tastes are good or bad. Everyone writes their own rule
book. So, we cannot have a moral consensus or moral culture in society. We
have only the autonomous individual.”36
Just this year Professor Vermeule has wri en, “For liberal cons tu onal theory, empha cally
including both its right wing (originalism) and its le wing (progressivism), rights are central to
the project of ever-increasing autonomy.” Whereas in Vermeule’s view the no on of autonomy
expressed in Planned Parenthood v. Casey that each individual may ‘deﬁne one’s own concept of
existence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of human life’ “should be not only
rejected but stamped as abominable, beyond the realm of the acceptable forever a er.”37
We might take Heidegger’s two extreme possibili es of the posi ve mode of Fürsorge as
reﬂec ng this ground-merism.38 The one extreme of solicitude ‘takes away one’s care’ through
“the ancient comfortable reliance on God;” in the assurance that “God will show the truth;” in
the mantra that “to know, love, and serve God” is one’s fundamental purpose; and by the in
terrorem curse that to deﬁne one’s own concept of existence, etc. is abominable, ‘ab-human.’
Whereas the other extreme of Fürsorge frees up the individual’s care, her radical ﬁnitude, that
which makes her, in Heidegger’s thinking, pre-eminently human.
But the contrast in this characteriza on ignores ontotheology’s claim that its kind of servitude is
indeed libera ng. As Frankfurt observes, “The sugges on that a person may be in some sense
liberated through acceding to a power which is not subject to his immediate voluntary control is
among the most ancient and persistent themes of our moral and religious tradi on. It must
34
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surely reﬂect some quite fundamental structural feature of our lives.”39 Perhaps then we can
view the two terms as – to borrow from the physicists – ‘conjugate’ powers. For Heidegger
teaches, in keeping with this very tradi on, that acceding to our ﬁnitude – “front-running
death,” as he puts it – “allows death to grow powerful” within us, in sich mäch g werden läßt.
In doing so, human being “as free for death,” i.e., acceding to its power, “understands itself in
terms of the ‘superior power’ [Übermacht] of its own ﬁnite freedom.”
Which
accession/understanding liberates human existence “to take over [übernehmen] the
powerlessness [Ohnmacht] of being abandoned to itself.”40
All of which leaves us with the classic Heideggerian ques on: the Grundmerismus discloses a
fundamental diﬀerence—in what dimension is that diﬀerence embedded? What subtends the
dis nc on between ontotheology and ﬁnitude, that from which the two emerge in their
diﬀerence? “[W]e wish merely to a ain the ﬁeld or dimension in which to make this
dis nc on.”41 In Frankfurt’s terms, what is the fundamental structural feature of our lives
enabling this diﬀerence? Heidegger claims that “every me we bump up against the apparently
irreconcilable and opposi onal the essen al is s rred.”42 And that is his answer: ‘the essen al’
– our appropriatedness to sense-making – enables this diﬀerence and our experience of it.43
What about the dynamics of the oscilla on; whence Streit, eris? Conjecture: If individual
autonomy as behavioral polypheny may serve as proxy for the broader phenomenon of
varia on, then the ground-merism can be taken as natural selec on’s basic conﬂict of forces
manifes ng itself in human existence. “There will be a constant selec on pressure for increased
varia on, for it is only by producing variants that organisms can successfully perpetuate
themselves [in the onslaught of a changing environment44]. But too much varia on will be
39

Harry G. Frankfurt, The importance of what we care about: Philosophical essays ([1988] 1998) 89.
Thomas Sheehan and Corinne Painter, “Choosing One’s Fate: A Re-Reading of Sein und Zeit §74,” 29 Research in
Phenomenology 63, 66 (1999);
h ps://drive.google.com/ﬁle/d/0B2zuyt5_UZUqUm9kX0NIM0RyQWM/view?resourcekey=0-0NVN8Bq1B0E-BQFR3
JoGfg .
41
Mar n Heidegger, The Fundamental Concepts of Metaphysics: World, Finitude, Solitude (tr. William McNeill and
Nicholas Walker ) 356; GA 29/30: 518: h ps://www.beyng.com/gaapp/recordband/30 .
42
Heraclitus 27; GA 55: 33. wo wir auf das anscheinend ganz Unvereinbare und in sich Gegenwendige stoßen, an
das Wesenha e gerührt ist.
43
Cf. “[W]hether Being and me name a ma er at stake from which both being and me ﬁrst result. . . . Being and
me, me and Being, name the rela on of both issues, the ma er at stake which holds both issues toward each
other and endures their rela on [?; und ihr Verhältnis aus hält Diesem Sachverhalt nachzusinnen]. . . . What lets
the two ma ers belong together, what brings the two into their own and, even more, maintains and holds them in
their belonging together—the way the two ma ers stand, the ma er at stake—is Appropria on [Ereignis].” Mar n
Heidegger, On Time and Being (tr. Joan Stambaugh 1972) 4, 19; GA 14: 8, 24:
h ps://www.beyng.com/gaapp/recordband/15 .
44
An environment which organisms themselves change; “a self-perpetua ng ﬂuctua on results.” See Leigh (‘Red
Queen’) Van Valen, “A New Evolu onary Law,” 1 Evolu onary Theory 1 (1973):
h ps://www.mn.uio.no/cees/english/services/van-valen/evolu onary-theory/volume-1/vol-1-no-1-pages-1-30-l-va
n-valen-a-new-evolu onary-law.pdf .
40
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selected against because new, successful variants will be lost by excessive change.”45 In other
words,
“A central concern of adap ve intelligence within a path-dependent, meandering
history is the rela on between the explora on of new possibili es and the
exploita on of old certain es. Explora on includes things captured by such
terms as search, varia on, risk taking, experimenta on, play, ﬂexibility, discovery,
and innova on. Exploita on includes such things as reﬁnement, choice,
produc on, eﬃciency, selec on, implementa on, and execu on.“46
This exploita on/explora on polarity is a congener of Lonergan’s ‘stability and development’ as
well as, it seems plausible to say, Anaximander’s metabolics of epochs. Heidegger puts it so:
“winter and summer, tempest and calm, sleep and waking, youth and age, birth
and death, fame and disgrace, shine and pallor, curse and blessing . . . The one
gives way reciprocally [wechselweise] to the other, and this giving way is at once
arrival and departure, i.e., appearance. Appearance oscillates in such giving way
before, and against, each other of the stepping-forth and receding.”47
Oscilla ng appearance with its breaks and discon nui es is the quantum-kinesis of human
experience. Disclosive the breaks may be, yet
“Dignity under these condi ons few
I feel might muster steadily, and you
Ji erbug more than you pavane, poor dears . .”48

DCW 06/24/2022 Compiled with an eye toward today’s decision in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s
Health Organiza on: h ps://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/19-1392_6j37.pdf .

45

John Tyler Bonner, The Evolu on of Complexity by Means of Natural Selec on (1988) 231.
James G. March, A Primer on Decision Making: How Decisions Happen (1994) 237. But always “Beyond the
dynamics of this compe on itself, no one is in charge.” Richard J. Herrnstein and Dražen Prelec, “Meliora on: A
Theory of Distributed Choice” in Herrnstein, The Matching Law: Papers in Psychology and Economics (ed. Howard
Rachlin and David I. Laibson 1997) 292.
47
The Beginning of Western Philosophy 9; GA 35: 11. Das Erscheinen schwingt in solchem
Vor-und-Gegeneinanderweichen der Her-kun und des Schwindens.
48
John Berryman, Sonnets to Chris (no. 87).
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